
8. E.23

Stoles' me LetMbe an oriented smooth armanifold

with or withoutboundary, and leteee?"M). Then

Sydw= f w
-M

George Stokes Ein Cartan
1819-1903

1869-1951
Nota. OM has the induced orientation
-

· If 8m =0, then RHS =0.
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If Take a finite open cover [Ua) ofsupper with by differmorphic to

(i) (0,1) x ... -(0,1) (interior points) or vij
(ii) (0,1] x(0,1) x... xc0,1) (boundary points).I
Let stay be a smooth POU subordinate to[Uc3. Then

Som":SIntaw:Edouar
We have d(W) =(d4a)nw ++ydw so

ESd4aw) =((ts)." =E4dw(
Mee
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Thus itsuffices toshow

Sust=Jdtar)
for all a. I.e. we may assume wis supported on one Ux.

For simplicity, consider the n=2 case moral exercise:adapt
tonx2). Write w=f, dx'+f,dx. Ifa is a boundary
neighborhood, then

Su = Joufda-fuder=(!faxatIE!
Meanwhile,

Idw =le- i) den de



=! ). *,dx) dx2-J.')]' *dx) de

=! (f.1,x) -f,? dx
-I(f.,Y-f,,] dx

=IfelixYdx
Thus Son, Juw on boundary ablds.

Now
suppose Us is an interior bed. Then 81,

=4



↳ Su, =0:Meanwhile,

Sundr=1(f,x-fo,xt) dx

-!(f(x,1) - f,(,d)dx
=0

since supp(0) =Us. This concludes the proof!

Note. We can recover the fundamental the for line integrals from
stones. Suppose Vita,b] -> M is a smooth embedding, S=via,b]
CM submfld w/boundary. Orients so that U is own preserving.
them for fec0(M),



1df =

(df
=(dt =(f =f(r(b)) - f(r)

Cor If M is on'd smooth mild w/o 2, then twoM),

Indw =0.

i.e. w closed

or If auto, then Sonw =0.

Cr M smooth w/or wo 8. SEM or'd compact anoth K-chim

submufld who 8,5 aclosed b-form on M sit. ), WHO, then(dw =0)

(a) W is not exacton M, and

(b) SFCN forany oud compactsmooth NCM.



Eg. W:iigh(xdy-ydx) has 1,0, so

It is not exact(not sit. df =w) and S is not the

boundary of a submold of RPTO.e

compact (y0w/0f)

Cor (Green's Thu) DERR compactregular domain, 4,ke(P(D).

Them I(- y)dxdy=Pdx+ae

He stokes' The also holds on molds w/ corners (pp. 415-421).



Primeters For DER" a compact regular domain,

area(D) =1,axudy
Call P,Q=CO(D) primetric when ty= 1.

Equivalently, d)Pdx
+Gdy) =dxrdy. (

For planimetric 4,Q, Green's The implies

area(D) =

1Pdx+Gdy
Q =2x

# Find a planimetric pair P,A smooth an RP.
p=y9 =

y, p =0



TPS prove thatthis device accurately competes area:-

E
Polar Planimeter

IeS Use Green's Thi to prove
the surveyor's area formula:

If the oxs ofa simple polygon, listed counterclockwise
around the perimeter, are (x0,yo), ..., (Yurs,ynn), then

the
area ofthe polygon is



Area =[det(y)
where (niyn): =(xo, y0).
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